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• AUTO RCS 
(16) - Q£E 
• ROT CO NTR PWR 
DIR (both) -
MNA/MNB 
• ~ w i th 
DIRECT 
Prob 1em occurred 
during? 
MT\/C 
• • BMAG MODE 
(3)- RATE 2 
• V37E,mr-
• -ENTR 




CMC PROGIV ',,. 
FAILURE ----
• VI 1 N \OE Ck error counter 
l---~1=:2E:.,_ __ .f:.:..+j _ _:·""=b:l•..:b:::H __ tv.;.E;,;S+j!"iRE~l~~c F~N~~LE 
2 in C of RI? 
NO 
Change Date ________ _ 
0 
REMARKS 
Thrust h shut off a nd sy1tem 
retumed to original configuration 
If 
grnbl rRoton or• off, they must be 
turned on befo,e rtortlng thi1 
p,ocedlJr'•. 
G) CN.C SPS control c.cpabil ity loost • 
0 Auto optics lost 
0 SCS AUTO /JV lo.t, MTVC 
possible if redundant BM.AG placed 
in RATE position. 
0 An open rote BMAG may be 
confirmed by null rote displays. 
I fcs bolldri;~·lost in axis unless 
alternate rate Bh\AG used. 
If YAW o, ROLL , 
If WAG 1, ofter .05 G, SCS roll 
ott erroneous. If BMAG 2, ofter 
. 05 G, RSI 11rroneou1 unleu in 
RA TE 1. Rate damping and SCS 
ALn"O dY lost. For MTVC, use 
alternate rote BMAG. 
0 SCS AUTO /JV loot ;f PITCH°' 
YAW. If ROLL, control attitude 
with DIRECT or ACCH CMO. 
0 SCS AUTO d V copohilir-r ' -:r. 
0 SCS RATE CMD, ATT HOLD, 
and proportional control lost for 
effected oxis. SCS AUTO~ V 
lost if PITCH or YAW. Translations 
without ATT HOLD possible in MIN 
IMP. Further trouble!hooting not 
recommended. 
0 ATT HOLD capability lost in 
affected axis. SCS AUTO IN 
lost if PITCH or YAW. 
@ For affected axis: 
In ATT 1 RATE 2, ATT HOLD ond 
A TT ERROR display lost. After 
, 05 G, SCS FOAi rol I oft erroneous 
if YAW or ROLL. 
SM-2A-J9<1A 
Page ______ _ 
SYMPTOM 
G&C 

























APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
• ROT (.ONT 
7 •TVc <iMll~ 
l>R-a~ 
.1,=..,..10 1,oop 
• R_µ C. -c...-.c/ 
+&,-,,, axis 
Cir> J l"C.s r•11sc.. 
ho...-....,,11 ? 
L pw~ f',/0/1.M 
l>R-J/icrn,,e. NO co'""j ~~<-)- 9£f 
S1tr-vo L-oop ,-:~-....:..------INO 
(iP/:S d,.,ve. ro 
<,Pis d,-,ve. .,, t-.,., .... ~ ste~cl , 
'• Se}ec.-t pilw- ,if 
Jets lni)XIS 
• /}vro R<S 
(3.) - /'1..vA 
fr.,,,..,, 4 s~.r. 
y1:5 




• ROT CONTR PWR 
NORM 1 - AC/DC 
• ROT CONTR P¥/R 
NORM 2-~ 
• Confirm trim cont 
(pitch & yow) 
Trim response? 
NONE 









Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
SCS proportiona l control ond MTV( 
lost for both RHC's. 
l'f MTV'- a,-.J . 
propor1'1on al c.on't. 
availob1e ~di,, 
alte~n-~e R~~ 1} 
c1tf•ec,te4 RH<- Roi 
CONT PwR /.l~Hs.,µ , 




~ No MTVC capabil ity. RATE CMD 
lost in affected axis , ATT HOLD 
possible if RHC's locked (or neutral) 
and ROT CONTR P'#R NORM 
(affected RHC) - OFF. Disable 
affected axis if DfHcT used. 
~ If entry to this step ii frorn CJ.lie 
,, ;o~:t~~!~:=roop 
and ploce TVC GMIL OR $N (2} 
at!· 
I}; Affected wvo lo,t r~ oil d V',. 
CMC 4V unaffected . On affected 
servo, SCS AUTO 4V and TRIM 
lost, but MTVC without TRIM 
remain1. 
SM-2A-1942A 




















APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
,v~8 c, v.J.Je, olF 
pP.o, PRO, f'AO 
'V''lf.F 
•F-DAI ,sau.,-Sjs 






• FOAi SEL • 1 
u,uH+e,rs 
v ,,., ,; J'f P•ss18U 1'<!" ,ovNlc,l!'l 
+00:1.so 'IE.$ • rt Sorr..,14"-~ "'t'o~ ,. 
+oo33, ~-----... "ipl,.,.1r1At.11£ ,I.WO • 
t-00303 '' 
-tD-IS_,P_L~A~Y~/Y-O-/C/'1--::?,---, tl,IIPF,.T a,,vp,r1olt!f 













RA TE I Gperation from thi• 
BMAG may not be available. 
CMC atUtade error 1,>at r or 
axe a ah own abnormal in •r ror 
cou.nter chec~. 
Cycllri.g 1' TT SET aw may free 
atickin& relay a. 
ATT SET po11ilion of FOAi 
SOURC..:E ••· failNI. 
0 Failure of c;~ e.,able relay• 
will .,. determined by an 
in.abllity to alien GDC by GOC 
AUGN I>~· 
© SCS att ..-terror dlaplay lost. U A.TT SET - IMO, attitude 
errou dlfplayeci will be Euler 
an1lea. 





May be •injil:le or multiple 
Attitude error di•play and 
a.ttitude hold capability lost. 
SCS AUTO 4V lo•t ii PITCH 
or YAW; tor ROLL place MAN 
ATT ROLL - ACCEL CMD 
and control roll nanually. U 
failure ia. No. l roll or yaw 
BMAG, athr . OS C, No. Z 
FDA.I ROLL ind will •pin ap. 
If BMAO No, 2 failed: SCS 
auto 41/ lo•t unle•• in roll, 
then plac• BMAG MODE 
ROLL - ATT l RATE 2 and 
UM CYCLE - °" (•p). RCS 
attitude hold ava.llabl• in all 
axe• with BMAG MODE (3) • 
ATT l RATE 2 and LlM 
CYCLE oa {up). U roll or 
yaw BM.AO No. I failed. 
No. Z Ft>Al roll ind erroneou• 
after , OSG. 
SM-2A-1'9~ 
f'age _____ _ 
. , .. 
SYMPTOM 
G&C 
fDA I IOTA L 
ATT ! ·•)ES 
N01 ., ()PON O 
l';, G:.C. 
A dG ' ; 
GPI/FUEL PRESS 




FORM 'l ffl-t New l t - 61 
FOA i Total 
Att norm ? 
NO 








APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
FOAi lndh:(1 t~• ott 
•rror In cod1? 
NO 
9 
Are all four ind '-'-'"--'..r:= 
pegged or zero? 
NO 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Moy be single Of multiple oxes. 
© AH set error displays still 
operotionol. 
0 GDC con be aligned to an arbi-
trary position by : 
o. Fly SC to indicotttd attitude 
to w+iich GDC Is to be 
ollgned. 
b. 01,oble G0C . 
c. Fly SC to prescribed inertial 
attitude {star or vitu0I 
reference) . 
d . Re-enable GDC . 
0 Check GPI operation during first 
gimbal drive and trim check. 
0 Utilize MSFN to monitor tonk 
press, 
SM-2A-18968 





~ __. ......... .,,... SM2A-03-SC104-(2 ) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
SYMPTOM 
G&N 
RCS FAILED ON 
Basic Date 
FORM 299'7• £ New 11• 67 
• MC 
• CMC MODE -::--
FREE 
• RO T CONTR PWR 
NORM 1 AND 
• ~RAtW2NTR 
PWR - ON 
RHC, &"""Tl!C -
neu tra l NO 
• vTTTilOE 
3/ E 
• Record Rl 
17777 in RI ? 
YES 
16 Outpu t chan ck 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
In put rea dout 
EQ.IAI!QJ:;_ 
17737 - ROL L 













THC No. l 
short ck 




• Vll N l OE 
l---~5~E'-_ _J NO 
L..!0~00~00~/~n~R!..:1 ?~. _ _J-'-----r=------_.,.J"::l
7






Cha nge Date ________ _ 
•. 
REMARKS 
0 An Rl of 17777 indicates no 
jet commands into CMC. 
0 Direct switches in affected 
RHC still functional. SGS 
rate command with failed 
RHC still possible when 
breakout switches closed in 
5 . b o erable RHC. 
~ 
SYMPTOM 
RC_S FAiLED ON 
Basic Date 




• ROT CONTR PWR 
NORM l AND 
• ~RA~wgNTR 





• Record RI 
17777 in Rl? 
YES 
16 Output chan ck 
• Vll NIOE 
t----5~Ec__....J NO 
00000 in Rl? 
YES 
SMZA-03-SCl 04-(2) 
POLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 















Tronslot io!1 input? 
YES 
, 
THC No. 2 
s rt ck 
• A~gs ~;JaN!R/ NO 
~ 
00000 in RT? 
YES 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 An Rl of 17777 indicates no 
jet commands into CMG. 
0 Direc t switches in affected 
RHC still functional. SGS 
rate command with failed 
RHC still possible when 
breakout switches closed in 
.., b o erable RHC. 
SM2A- 03-SCl 04-(2) 





FORM 299'7-E New 11•67 
REMARKS 
G Assumes DAP data load has 
been verified. 
@ 
within soft stop region. 
Command RCS maneuve r s 
0 Use alternate RHC. For 
failed RHC, attitude hold 
unaffected, but prop cont, 
accel cmd, min imp and CMC 
manual control lost, Direct 
unaffected but BMAG caging 





0 All CMG modes lost when SC 
CONT - CMG. SGS modes and 
direct unaffected . 
·0 All CMG cont to affected 





·- · I 11 j lopot Choo ck 
; • e AUTO RCS (16) - OFF 
SC CONT - CMr:-
lllflT CONTR PWR NORM 
• QI\~ t'\!N• ~ 1 (2) - AC/DC 
e VI I N IOE, 31E 
I 
• RHC - Cmd + & - (in axis) 
• Verify Rl readout 
- ROLL 17737 
+ROLL 17757 
-YAW 17767 
I I +YAW 17773 - PITCH 17775 ~PITCH 1m6 
2o 
Basic Date 




DAP data load ha G Assumes 
been verified. 
@ Command RCS maneuvers 
within soft stop region, 
0 Use alte-rnate RHC, For 
failed RHC, attitude hold 
unaffected, but prop cont, 
accel cmd, min imp and CM 
manual control lost, Direct 








0 All CMG modes lost when SC 
CONT - CMG. SGS modes and 
direct unaffected. 
~ .. ~ 
2. 
~ 
0 All CMG cont to affected 
thruster lost. SGS modes and 
direct unaffected. 














• AU.TO RCS SE L 
(16)- OFF 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• CMC MODE--- I 
FREE 
• TRANS CONTR 
PWR- ON ~ 




- Y 16777 
+Z 15777 






• AUTO CS SE L 
NO 
A/C LLAl&C2 -M NA orB 
NO 
7 cb SCS CONTR 
AUTO MNA or 8 -
£E to foiled THC 
system 
G Assumes OAP data load has 
been verified, 
@ The remote possibility of both 
THC system translation 
switches failed open can be 
determined with the SC 
CONT - SGS. 
G Translation l ost in CMG modes 
for affected directions , 
I 
-Y 
• AUTO CS SEL 
A/C I I A? ~ ('1 - M NA M R 
\ 
Change Date ________ _ Page ______ _ 
SYMPTOM 
G&N 







Lighted in STBY and O PR 
modes by: 
Prime power failure or 
scaler failure. 
Lighted for 5 sec in STBY 
or O PR modes by repeated 
(>O. 9 pps) issuance of 
counter failure or double/ 
frequency scaler failure . 
lighted for 5 sec only in 
0 PR mode by repeated 
(>0,4 pps) restarts. 
Restart is caused by: 





or VOLTAGE FAIL. I 
Lf;:vd n:~; b;cr:;~~t~ 
egi.~A~i i~1r~:E 0:r 
+28v, +1,4...,, or+4v 
., \ powenupplies. I 
" I~ 
~ ~' I 
\ 
Basic Date 
FORM 299'7-E New 11•67 
e AUTO RCS 
(1·6) - Q££ 
e SC CONT-~ 
e CMC MODE -
SMZA-03-SCl 04-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
2 MIN IMP ck 
e MIN IMP CONT-
cmd + & - (in axis),,--.-.., _ .,..,, 
• Verify Rl readout 
+ROLL XXX57 
fRst YES 







7 Input chan ck 








NO S Any DSKY ~::...--------..--w-;,,;:atus It on? 
YES 
NO 
9 Display ALM 
code 
• VS N 9E 
• Pe rfo rm ac tion fo r 
displayed alarm 
RESTART It on ? 
...,.,_ ___ .,1NO 
12 CMCselfck 
• Perfonn CMC self 
ck (SSR-I ) 
RESTART 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
Assum es DAP Data Load has 
been verified , 
An R l of XXX77 indicates no 
input commands to CMC. 
G All CMC functions lost, 
0 
0 
Thi s Rl r ea dout indicates a 
CMG FAIL signal to CMC. 
Subsequent CMC mal function 
indication from unaffected 
CM G ligh t . 
0 If the LEB CMG lt is on, all 
gy r o tor quing and PIPA capa-
bility lost. CMG monitor and 
control of both TVC and Entry 
lost. 
0 If DSKY will not accept inputs., 
fo r ce a resta r t by simul tane-
ously pressing RESET and 
MARK REJECT pb ' s. 
0 
T rans i ent condi tion could have 
existed in either CMC o r C/W 
sys tem. 
C omplete i dentification of sub -
s e quent failur es impossibl e . 
P artial i dentification from 
DSK Y status lights , 
0 The CMG may be used to the 
extent indicated in the counter 
check, SSR-4. 
SM-2A- I 823B 




APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
OIC o SC CONT-t---~:B:l,.:;...::~~JlY~E.!,S .. 1°1;-;r;; .. ;;"l~~.l'N.,O.,... _ _ _______ .,. _,...... .., _____ . 
111D 
Llpto,j I" STIV _. 0ftl _..,,, ___ ....... _ 
s..1 .. 1111-. 
u.,,- lo,J- I• STIY or I °"_..,,,_,... (>o.,,,.,,_of 
_,;. 1o1i... or ... ,.,. ,,_,, __ .. , ..... . 
u., ...... J_ ... .,,," I °" .... ..,,_..., 






or YOI.TAOI fAIL. u.,, ..... J _ ... .,, •• I mv .... ..,,,.,....., 
(>o.,,..i-of · 
VOLT MN PAIi.i- of ............... I _..,.,  
~- , r, i 
Baeic Date 

















5 My DSKY 












Chan1e Date _______ _ 
REMARKS 
0 All CM.C f\lllcticm■ loat. 
I'::.\. Thh R.1 reacloat lluti.caiH • --
\:,;/ CMC FAIL ■ipal to CMC. 
0 SubHquent CMC malfllacll• lndicatlon Cram uaaffecte• ·CMC 
ll1ht . 
U the LEB CMC lt, b Oil, all 
IJ'l'O torq.tn■ &ad PIPA capa• 
bf.lily loat. CMC meet.tor alld 
control of both TVC aDd Entry 
lo■t. 
U OSKY will not acc.-pt iapute, 
force a rulart by ■im1altaae ~ 
CN•ly praHlnl DIET aM 
M>JI.K REJECT pb 1a. 
@ Transient cc•llitl• could &ave 
exbted in ■Uher CMC or C/W 
~ ■y■tem. 
\!,,,J Do !lot uH CMC control tor 
attitude maMunra . 
© R.CS OAP unuaable ■lnce T6 
Count.r control• DA.P J•l 
flrlna rim- ■• 
(!) TVC OAP a.ad auto optic• 
pooltlonin1- lesf,. 
@ ~lica/CMC ialartace lo•l. 
UH •ll•rn.ata LOS marld.a1 
r-liM (PSl, PH) 
@ CMC upliak W\UHble, 
~ lMU cannot be flae au, .. c1 . 
@!MU cannot N caarH allped.. 
Allp ~ ca1i .. aa4/or flae 
•llaa• CMC attilllde •rror 
4lopl•y loot la ..io. C~ 
~ 't>lU~ l6J. , 
,;-:,,.. l.MU u ■-able a.a attlNIII• 










SMZA-03-SC l O 1-{Z) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
ln;.,t check 
• SCS CHAN (◄) -QfI 
• SC CONT - Qi!.C 
• SCS/HAND a5NT 
• VllNlOE 
31E 
• THC- cmd +& - in axis 
• VERIFY Rl READOUT 






f Output cl,en ck 
• VllNIOf 
SE 
e THC- cMIII +&-X 




-◄J 0(>1 ◄4 
-2.J(AC) -




8 Output chei, ck 
e VllNIOE 
6E 
• THC- cmd +&-
(lnaxh) 





C., +&- lnul1 
YES 
lnuh 
• VfllfY 11,....,, 








Chan1• Date _______ _ 
ltEMARICS 
© The rtmoi. ,oulbtllty ot 
N~ THC 1y1tem 'lua...t: 
1wtt••11 tailinl ep1n call 'It 
det,rmintd 'ty a1t1mpU111 • 
IHa1lallon w\111 1111 1/ C 
CONT • J.1i1, 
011 ICI/HAND CONT PWA 
••t a.t ..12..TI!t '"' I.II C wlU 
1l11N"'7'iii:""" 
0 All-II DAP - I.OU 
llH ... nrUlt4, 
© CMC MUI IMP IHI, ICI 
MUI IMP 1nll&ltl1 wllll UC 
1a i.sa, 
Pa1e ___ 2_3 __ 
.~.t.Gte.w.c...OJt11.&••~a~ l ~ Mrr~cia 
.. . S 2A-03-SC104-,\2) 
~ APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDB OOK 
PROCEDURE 
t-_.__...,,L_J'_J Ught come on YES Ught goe, out• r-Y-E S➔'I--C..LT:::6:::co=unc:t::•'c:c:::k__j,-N-'O➔'L:6'..J T6 COUNTER 
duri::o
1






FORM 2997·E New 11·81 
14 Is upl ink 
blocked? 
YES 
I? I, JMU POWER 
on? 
NO 
R 1 decrements to 
ZERO? 
YES 
l J • OPT 
~~.ii-.... --+!. gp\O M&M-
YES 
NO 33 Tl COUNTER 
i..;.;,;;..,.a-,,,F rlLURE 
36 E57E 






• G&N OPT 
PWR - on (up) 
o Vl ~ N91E 
• OHC -
C MD shaft angle 
only 
Rt changes with 
shaftCMD? 
REMARKS 
Do not use CMG con trol for 
attitude maneuvers. 
(v T6 counter control s OAP jet 
fi r ing time , 
l,~~ -
Optld S . 
0 Vt;rify by zeroing optics , then repeating step 11; but this 
time l oad 5 • in RI and zero in 
R2 . CMG light should come 
on during optics drive . 
,pl 
~ t't"\CS/CHC 0 Ve r ify by commanding trun-
n i on angl e on l y , and observing 
if R2 changes . 
0 Do not use CMG uplink. 
© IMU cann ot be fine aligned, 
, .. ~ 0 IMU cannot be coarse align ed. 
Align by caging and / or fine 
align . C:M.~ -~ 
o,.s.p~ t e1~ '"' fl.'f..t3 
~~ ~&6 $Jd 
OCl>V,. 4d. , 
Use !MU for attitude refer -
ence only. 
C MC TVC and entry control 
lost. 
The CMG is unusable. 
Further malfunction isolation 
can determine which c ounter 
has failed but there is no 
action that can b e tak e n to 
make th e CMG usable. 
SM2A-03 - SC 104- (2 ) 




I • SC CONT-
ISS SCS NO 
o'-" 
RED 
li ght on if: 




PIPA FAIL ;r, I 
No PIPA pulses for 312.5µ 
seconds, both+ & - pu lses, 
or a long time (1 .28 to 
3.84 sec) without at least 
one +and one - pulse . 
IMU FAI L i f: 
Any gimbo I servo error 
>2. 9 milliradions for 2 sec 
or more, loss of 3200 cps 
power, or loss of gyro 
wheel power. 
ICDU FA IL if: 
Fine error> l . O VRMS, 
coarse error>2. 5 VRMS, 
read counter limit cycle 
>150 cps, cos (9 -¢)< 
2.0V or +1 4V power 





li ght on if: 
JMU temperature is out of 
limits< 126or>l34°F . 
• G/N PWR - ACl 
e COND LAM~ 
ON 
Both 155 It on? 
YES 
13 JMUfoilck 
• Vl Nl OE 
30!' 
0, 2, 4,6inAofRI? 
NO 
1 NO ATT 
I GIMBAL LOCK I 1--1---r--. • It on? 
YELL (MGA>B5°) 





Maneuver SC to 
reduce MGA 
FORM 299'7•E New 11•6'1 
Any reg i ster zero or 
>00029 counts per 
minute? 
NO 
12 PIPA FAIL 
1,,... _ ___ ..,.1;,D~ETECTION 
FOA i No. 1 and Rl, 
R2, R3 stable? 
YES 
NO 
IMU FA ILED 
18 • V l 6 N20E 
(zero CDU's) FDA I No. 1 total att 
f--------j,.!,Ya,;ES:...,.i ond Rl, R2, R3 
ISS It still on? 
NO 
4 Output chon ck 
e Vll Nl0E, llE 
1,3,5,7 in DofRl? 
NO 
Critical maneuvers can be continued 
with in th is time. 
• FDAI SEL - _!G 
No. 1 FOAi stable 
when compared with 
No. 2 or visual cues? 
NO 
YES 




• V40 N20E 
• RSET 
• Rea l ign IMU 
(P51 etc.) 
CIRCUIT FAILED 
C h ang e Date _ ____ ___ _ 
REMARKS 
Q Subsequent ISS malfunction 
· indications from unaffected 
ISS light. 
0 ISS malfunction indication lost 
from this warning light, 
0 PIPA failure during AV G will 
cause an ISS light which will 
go out at the end of AV G, 
0 If PIPA counts per minute are between 6 and Z 9 perform 
PIPA bias check; if less than 
6, no further action is 
necessary. 
0 CMG monitor an~ control of 
both TVC and entry lost, 
0 Affects issuance of an ISS light 
command, 
Subsequent indications of an 
ISS failure lost . 
CMC/!MU attitude interface 
lost. llv1U may be used as a 
total attitude reference only . 
G This Rl readout indicates IMU 
temp within limits. 
@ An IMU temp abnormal indi-
cations los t. Temp available 
from MSFN only. 
© IMU temp abnormal indication 
available fr om unaffected DSKY. 
0 Transient abnormal condition. It f(.. 
© Assumes normal operation of 
No, l FDAI has been verified. 
!MU may be used as long as 
FDA! No. l indicates that the 
IMU is stable. 
0 !MU in coarse align and must 
be realigned to a new inertial 
reference . 
SM-2A-1 8248 
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light on If: 
PIPA FAIL during thrust ing 
IM U FAIL 
KOU FAil I 
PIPA FAIL ; /, 
No PlPA pulM, ror 312.5,-
.. conds , both+ & - pult,u , 
o, a long ,;me ! I .28 to 
3. IM .. c) ,_...1""°-'t at leait 
orw ♦ and or. - puhe . I 
!MU FAIL i '· : 
A,,y gimbal .. rvo error 
>2 .9 millirod iom for 2 we 
or mcwe , lou of 3200 cps 
pow•r , or lou or gyro 
whee l power . I 
ICDU FAIL if: 
Fine •"'0< > I. 0 VRMS, 
coona error > 1. 5 VRMS , 
reod counter limit cycle 
> ISO cps, ccn ( I - ♦ )< 











e G & N P'WR -
Qff 
PR:O G It on? 
NO 
4 •SC CONT -
~ & N PWR-ACl 
eCOND LAMPS-:-
ON 





0 , 2, 4, 6inAofRI? 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
0,2,4,6inA of RI? 
NO 












FOAi No. 1 total 
att and Rl, R2, 
RJ agree? 
REMARKS 
0 Alarm code ~717 ii cauwd by 
PIPA and ICOU foil. 
(v Alarm cod. IOn7 is cau .. d by 
PIPA and IMU foil. 
G) Alarm code 13m is cou1ed by 
IMU and ICOU fail. 
0 Alarm cod. 14m i1 cauted by' 
PIPA, IMU, and ICOU foil. 
. G) SubMiq~nt ISS molfunc,l~ in• 
dicotions from unoffected ISS llght. 
G) ISS malfunction indlc:otion Iott 
from ttlh worn Ing light . 
0 PIPA foilure during AV G will 
cOVlie an ISS light which will 
go out at tM •nd of AV G. 
0 If PIPA counh; per minutw ON 
betwNn 6 ond '19 pttfofm 
PIPA bias d•dc; if less than 
6, net further action is ,.ce,-
10ry • 
@ CMC monitor ond control of 
both TVC and entry l01t . 
If ala,-,w code C1TTT7 , laTn, 
1'3717, o, ,,m occ~ and 
0 , 2, 4, o, 6doo>not-
in A of RI., a tromMnt IMU 
foil dkc:ret9 has baten genenltad . 
@ Af~cts i~ of an ISS lieftt 
COffllTIOnd. 
@ SubM,ql,ent indlcationl of an 
ISS fail..,,. l01t. 
@ CMC/IMU attitude intwrfoce 
IC16t. IMU may bt l.Nd en a 
tatal attitude ,.,_,.nee only. 
Table 6-4. Malfunction Procedures (Sheet 5 of 6) 
Rev. II 6-26 
YELLOW 





or VOLTAGE FAIL 
TRACKER 
YELLOW 
Light on if: 
Optics CDU failed -" 




C/IIC It on? 
YES 
SMZA- 03-SC 103-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
6 Compare DS KY s 
Restart It on, both 
DSKYs? 
YES 
9 RESTART LT ..,.,_ ____ ... g~tJ rJ<~tW 
DSKY) 
NO 10 Program running. YES l I Continue M----=~- •~.;.;;;.... _________ -+t"::op:'.eration with 
13 • Simultaneous! 
t-.-'--'-;SC;:-';:C:;:O;-;NT~--S;:;C:;S:-i.:,N::,:O;:_ ________ -+j ~tK :mctpb 
• MSFN contoctfeq RESTART It off? 
!ftV~
4
1~1/2 min, YES 
• V36E 
• RSET 
REST ART It off? 
YES 




Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 If PROG lt on, display the 
alarm code and perform the 
required action before 
proceeding. 
0 Restarts at a higher rate than 
-:::::.1/sec will trigger CMG light. 
Restarts at a rate higher than 
-:::::.1 /2 second will sustain CMC 
light. 
G) Restart indication available 
from unaffected DSKY. 
0 Recurring restarts at a rate 
insufCicient to t rigger CMG 
light, 
0 All CMG functions lost. 
0 
0 
Tracker abnormal indications 
available from unaffected 
DSKY only. 
All tracker abnormal indi-
cations lost. 
0 Transient abnormal condition, 
0 Use alternate IMU alignment program (P53 and P54). ISS 
and CMG unaHected, 
CMG. ~t.. 
~ • t.J 6. V ,t.,,:J. . -rvc 
l>~P a.m~ ---~Ll,Q~ 
SM-2A-18258 
Page ______ _ 
RESTART 
YELLOW 
}~f1~~n~r any of the 
PARITY FAIL 
RUPT LOCK 
. TC TRAP 
NIGHf WATCHMAN 
or VOLTAGE FAIL 
TRACKER 
YELLOW 
light on if: 
Optics CDU failed • 
1691 It Se t d ipg --
Basic Date 




APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
3 Attempt reset 
• RSET 
RESTART It off? 
6 Compare OS KY s 
Restart It on, both 
DSKYs? 
YES 
L.{J C~nHnue none 
-----------1i,~~erot1on 
7 Lamp test 
• V35E 
RESTART It on, both 
DSKYs? 
NO 
9 RESTART LT 
t-<11-----◄ RELAY FAILED 
OPEN (UNLIT 
DSKY) 
NO 10 Program running . YES l l Continue 
t-<111----=~- 1-'-""----------+1-:o:=peration with 
12 
Attempt FRESH 13 • Simultaneous! 
START NO h RSET nd t-."'-;s:::c';:c:;:o;;NT:;;-_-s;:;c:;s:-1.:.:::::_ ________ -+I MARK REJECT pb 
: ~irr contoctr'eq RESTART It off? 
After 1-1/2 min, YES 
• V36E 
• RSET 
RESTART It off? 
YES 




Change Date ________ _ 
0 
REMARKS 
If PROG lt on , display the 
alarm code and perform the 
required action before 
proceeding. 
0 Restarts at a higher rate than 
:::::I /sec will trigger CMC light. 
Restarts at a rate higher than 
::::::t /2 second will sustain CMG 
light. 
G) Restart indication available 
from unaffected DSKY, 
0 Recurring restarts at a rate 
insufficient to trigger CMG 
light. 
0 All CMG functions lost. 
0 
0 
Tracker abnormal indications 
available from unaffected 
DSKY only. 
All tracker abnormal indi-
cations lost. 
0 Transient abnormal condition. 
0 Use alternate IMU alignment program (P53 and P54). ISS 
and CMG unaffected. 
..... c. ~-1., 
r;.•AJAV~, -rve 
'f>AP a,m:t.z..l.,, ... ~~~ 
SM-2A-18258 













APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
_11 ~-~ -------------===-
PROG 1--.--+1-:~:::'.od~isp lay aim ~Y::,:E:,:S:_ ________ ./":2~C~om:'-:pa:=-'°-::D::SK:-Y'--''l 
L.:=:::;:::::;:::;::=:::.J :~~'sl; on, both 
YELLOW • VS N9o 
(if necessary) 
ti Record a Im code Li ght on if: 
CMC program alarm or by 
bad PIPA reading during 
n~nthrusting modes. 
Rl, R2, R3 all zeros? 
12 
Restart with no acti ve phase 
01201 
I 
No vacant areas avai lable . I 
01202 1-...:, ______ ,.. 
I No core set~ ailable 
01203 
Waitl ist overflow 
01206 
I 
2nd job attempts go to sleep via DSKY prog 
I 
01207 
No vacant areas a vo · 
01210 
2 prog trying to use same device 
01211 1---'i------
lll egal interrupt of ex ed verb 
01301 
Arcsin/ Arccos input t 
01302 
I 
SQ ROOT called with otive argument 
r------,IW 
01501 






IMU not operat ing 
00213 
IMU no"toperating with 
turn on request 
Basic Date 
CMC SELF TEST 
YES 
NO 
ISS FA ILED 
YES 
CMC SELF TEST 
l • Reinitiate ISS NO 2 Continue normal 
for 90 sec after 




Change Date ________ _ 
FORM 299'1-E New 11•67 
REMARKS 
0 Program a larm indication available from other DSKY. 0 Program alarms are of 3 -
· c lasses: 
CD 
Main alarm - Alarm code 
displayed . Program halts 
awaiting crew action. 
b . Side alarm - Alarm code 
not displayed. Program 
continues. 
Restart alarm - Alarm 
code not displayed. Pro-
gram executes a restart. 
CMC can store multiple alarms . 
First alarm appears in RI; 
second in RZ; last in R3. A 4 e $ 
in A of R3 indicates more than 
3 alarms. 
PROG light failed on. Program 
alarm indication available by 
keying VS N9E, if not displayed 
as )a main alarm. 
i Assumed to have occuned 
without an ISS light. 
f This Rl readout check, the 
presence of a turn-on request 
from the IMU. 
Th i s RI readout checks the 
presence of an IJ,.,{U operate 
discrete from the IMU. 
SM-2A- l 826A 




ALARM CODES (CONT) 
00211 
Coarse Align Error 
00212 
PIPA Foil -~ 6 8 
ISS 
SMZA- 03-SC 103-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Any torquing ang les 
>JOO? 
NO 
L...----+r::'.S Continue normal 
operation 










CMC Self Check 
Basic Date 
FORM 299'1 • E New 11•67 
1 • RSH 
Alarm reoccurs? 
• THC - CW 
• Mon itor EMS & 
Tot Att for Nonna I 
SPS Eng Operatic 
• Continue normal 
operation 
NO 2 • Term ina te 
L;..:.;;_.i--:;,h-rus ting 
• RSE T 




and thrust as 
necessary 
• V37E ODE 
• V9 1 E 
FL V05 N0l 
Record 
Rl - (Sum of 
cells) 





3 Continue normo I 
operation 
l • RS ET · 
Alarm reoccurs? 
NO 
3 • Record 
R l - (ERCO UNT) 
R2 - (SCOUNT) 
R3 - (SCOUNT+ l ) 
• VS N9E 
Verify olm 011 02 
• VS NBE 
SCOUNT? 
00002 
• Reco rd 
Rl - (SKEEP 7) 




9 • Transmi t Bonk 
No. (R2) to MSFN 
.,_ ____ -.t: ::~at step 7 until 
R2 is 43, then 
terminate (V34E) 
Change Date _________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 ·0021 l will occur only during 
coarse alignment, either by 
an alignment program or by 
DSKY command {V41 N20). 
0 IMU m u st be aligned by an 
alignment program - i. e . , by 
gyro torquing rather than 
coarse align. 
0 IMU usable only as a backup 
attitude reference . 
0 Downlink data transmitted 
at time of alarm may not be 
cor r ect, Update must be 
manually verified. 
0 P erform subsequent CMG 
ground updates by voice 
link . 
0 Uplink data being sent when 
alarm occurred should be 
transmitted. 
0 RZ 00001 for 7 SEC 
RZ 00002 for 43 SEC 
0 Subsequent use of CMG 
dependent on MSFN evalua-
tion {via downlink) of the 
succeeding steps in 
self-test. 
0 Pr oblem is in erasable 
memory. 
0 CMG self check tests only 
erasable and fixed memory; 
other internal CMG problems 
cannot be determined by 
CMG self check. 
0 Problem is in fixed memory. 
SM-2A-1827 




























~ Rota tion? 
ro 
SM2A-03-SC104-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
YES 2 I I RQ LL 
Axis? 
I 
rTCH 0AW q) 
L:J X 
q) 
4 I J et Determinat ion 5 I Jet Determ inat ion 
Trans lation 
direction? -. Output Input Output Input Chan 5 Jet Chon Chan 6 Jet Chan 
77 31 31 r a,Z . cp Jet Determination Output Input 00001· C3 - 00001* Bl -
Chan 5 Dir Jet Chan 00002' C4 - 00002' B2 -
31 00010" A4 - 00004• D1 -6 Jet Determination 
00005 A3,C3 X7776 00005 Bl ,D J X7757 
Output Input 00006 -(2J) A3,C4 X7577 00004* A3 - 00010* D2 -
Chon 6 Di r Jet Chon 00011 +(2J) M,C3 X7677 00012 A4,C4 X7775 00012 B2 , D2 X7737 
31 00140 - (2J ) B3,D4 X7577 00020* D3 - 00020* Al -
00146 - (4J) A3,B3, X7577 00040" D4 - 00040" A2 -
00006 -Z B2,DJ X3777 C4,D4 00100* B3 - 00100* Cl -
00011 +Z Bl ,D2 X5777 00220 +(2J) B4,D3 X7677 00120 B3,D3 X7773 00120 Al,Cl X7757 
00140 -Y A2,Cl X6777 00231 +(4 J ) A4,B4, X7677 00200* B4 - 00200" C2 -
00220 +Y Al,C2 X7377 C3,D3 00240 B4,D4 X7767 00240 A2,C2 X7737 
I ~ ! 
l 
w 
ROL L Ax is of PITCH or YAW 
! failed jet? 
9 Initiate OAP load 12llnitioteDAP load 
e V4BE e V48E 
FL V04 N46 FL V04 N46 
e V24E le V24E 
A or C 
Failed jet in quad? ~r Ar F;djet;n ~ ,? iD 0 r 0 0 0 Q) q) 
JO IA(C) isolat ion 11 I B(D) isolation 13 A(C) isolat ion 14 I B(D) isolatio n 
e ALJTO RCS e AUTO RCS • AUTO RCS eAUTO RCS 
A/C ROLL failed B/D ROLL failed PITCH foiled YAW foiled 
thruster - O FF thruster - OFF thruster - OFF thruster - O FF 
(RCS foiledon (RCS failed on (RCS foiled on (RCS foiled on 
only) on ly) only) on ly) 
elBCDE E e IBCDE E e 101DE E e 110DE E 
e 01 111 E e 11111 E e 11111 E e 11111 E 
e PRO e PRO ~ PRO • PRO 
I • ♦ I 
0 
~Complete OAP 
• Contact MSFN 
• V74E (erasable 
dump downl ink) 





FL V06 N47 
e PRO 
FL V06 N48 
ePRO 
NO 
• Do P27 (as 
necessary) Fresh start by V36? 
CJ!'~t;PPT f'ueG S 
Sc,e,:,.c.AC 
LMOeu 















Starred (*) outputs are single 
jet commands. For RCS 
failed on, the failed jet is the 
indicated jet. For output 
channel failed open, the failed 
jet is the corresponding jet in 
the rotational couple , 
If Rl (output chan) contains a 
number not list~d, determine 
the failed jet from the Rl 
(output) readout when a rota -
tion command is given. 
In Rl, Bis quad A/C for X 
transl ation; 
0 - FAILA/C 
l - USE A/C 
In RI , C is quad B/D for X 
translation: 
0 - FAIL B/D 
l - USE B/D 
Iri RI, D is DAP dead band 
o - o. s· 
1 - s. 0 ° 
E ts the DAP rate 
0 - 0 , 05 ° /sec 
1-0,20° /sec 
2-0 . 5°/sec 
3 - 4 . o· /sec 
In R2, A is roll selection 
0 - Use B/D 
1 - Use A/C 
Translation (Y or Z) will be 
single jet and result in exces-
sive RCS prplnt consumption. 
Rotations (pitch or yaw) will be 
single jet. X translations will 
be 2 jet. 
N47 and N48 display other 
DAP parameters assumed t o 
be correct. 
State vector and CMC time 
should be updated. All non-
pad-loaded parameters, except 
time & state vector, will be 
properly upda,ted by CMG pro-
grams in their proper sequence 
as if CMC had just been turned 
on when Fresh Start occurred, 
Extended V74 permits MSFN to 
examine all pertinent erasable 
l ocations to determine if any 
parameters need reloading. 
DAP i.s shut off by Fresh 
Start & must be re - initiated 
by V46. 
The REFSMMAT flat is reset 
by Fresh Sta r t & the stored 
REFSMMAT may be invalid, 
so PSI & P52 must be 
performed. 
All Flagwords are reset by 
Fresh Start. The proper flags 
are set again by the perform-











I RCS FAILED ON I 1-----+t--' . . MAN All sws 
i!MAG H/ O 
• BMAG MODE -
ATT I RATE 2 
ERROR BMAG NO. 
FAILED H/O 
'-------' ACCEL MIN 
CMD IMP • fDAI SEL - 1/2 
• RHC's -~ 
50 
YES 9 CMC trovble-
1--.._,roo-'ti confi 




MIN IMP (in axis) 
• AUTO RCS -
on sequentially 
CTn axis) then~ 
NO 
• ROT CONTR PWR YES 
NORM (both) -
AC/DC 
• CMC pwr up if req 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• CMC MODE :--
FREE 
• MAN ATT (3) -
RATE CMD 
• TRANS CONTR 
P\A/R-~ 
• THC - neutral 
• VI I NiiiEJfE 
• Record Rl 
(Q3o, Q9) 
10 Driver on ck 
• AUTO RCS 
(in affected axis)-




RATE CMD (in 
~
• AUTO RCS -




• BMAG MODE -
RATE I 
Basic Date Change Date ________ _ 
FORM 2997•£ New l 1 .. 67 
REMARKS 
0 If failure is in ROLL or YAW after 
.05 G, GOC driven ball will spin 
up. 
0 Attitude hold lost in affected axis. J 
SCS AUTO AV lost if PITCH or 
YAW, If roll, cont. ott by 
DIRECT"' ACCEL CMD, 
0 BMAG No. 2 hordover will cause 
FOAi No, 2 total att. to drive 
rondoml in E 
© Still have translation capability 
througn redundant switches in 
THC. Select operable enable bus 
with AUTO RCS. 
0 ACCEL CMD lost In PITCH or YAW . 
G) ACCEL CMD lost for thot jet, 
(:,! 0 All SCS RCS (auto coi Is) lost for 
offected axis. Disable offected 
jets with AUTO RCS sws and use 
DIRECT, 
@ SCS AUTO RCS coil modes lost 
for affected iet. Ii affected jet is 
in ROLL, lou of either ±Y or Z 
translation. If affected jet is in 
PITCH or YAW loss of 4 jet + or -X 
trons. 
SM-1 
Page ____ _ 
SYMPTOM 











o BMAG MODE -
ATT I RATE 2 
o FDAI SE L - 172 
• RHC 's -~ 
YES 9 Cl'K. trouble- 10 
t--.-i-,-,-hoo"' ti confi 




• SC CONT - SCS 
o MANATT-
ACCEL CMD (;n 
~
• AUTO RCS -
on sequentially 
(in axis) then OFF 




MIN IMP (in axis) 
o AUTO RCS -
29 ECA MIN IMP 
LOGIC SHORT 
(Q25 or Q21 or 
BUFFER AMP (RO LL) 
NO 
o ROT CONTR PWR YES 
NORM (both) -
AC/DC 
• CMC pwr up if req 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• CMC MODE~ 
FREE 
• MAN ATT (3) -
RATE CMD 
• TRANS C0NTR 
PWR-~ 
• THC - neutral 
o Vll NlOE 31E 


















THC I J Short ck 
o cb SCS CONTR/ 
AUTO MNB-~ 










15 RHC 12shortck 
17 
• ROT C0NTR PWR 
NO RM l - OFF 
o ROT CO NTR PWR 
NORM 2-~ 
17n7 in Rl? 
20 THC 12 Short ck 
• cb sc·s CONTR/ 
AUTO MNB -
close 





RATE CMD (in 
~
• AUTO RCS -




Basic Date Change Date ________ _ 
FORM 299'7-E New 11•67 
REMARKS 
0 If failure is in ROLL or YAW after 
.05 G, GDC driven bal l will spin 
up. 
0 Attitude hold lost in affected ax is , .J 
SCS AUTO 6V lost if PITCH or 
YAW. If roll, cont, att by 
DIRECT or ACCEL CMD, 
0 SMAG No, 2 hordover wil I couse 
FOAi No. 2 total att. to drive 
random! in E 
T sws in affected RHC still 
unctionol. Affected RHC lost for 
SCS and G/ N attitude control. If 
RHC 2, swap RHC l to CDRs 
position and leave RHC 2 off, For 
fl.V's feplace RHC 2 to CDR's 
position and leave in AC only, 
0 Still hove translation copobility 
through redundant switches in 
THC. Select operable enable bus 
with AlJTO RCS. 
0 ACCEL CMD lost in PITCH or YAW, 
I':"\ ACCEL CMD lost for thot jet. 
\V . (:,! 
0 All SCS RCS (auto coils) lost for 
affected axis. Disable affected ~ 
jets with AlJTO RCS sws and use 
DIRECT. 
@ SCS AUTO RCS coil modes lost 
for affected jet, l~offected iet is 
in ROLL, loss of either ±Y or Z 
translation. If affected jet is in 
PITCH or YAW loss of 4 jet + or -X 
trans, 
SM-7 
Page ____ _ 
Jr 
I 





• SC CONT - SCS 
• TRANS CONTR 
PVvR - OFF 
E 
APOLLO 
• ROT CONTR PVvR 
NORM (both)-
OFF 




38 RHC 1&2 Sho,t ck 
• ROT CONTR PVvR 
NORM 1 - AC/DC 
• AUTO RCS----




44 • ROT CONTR 
PVvR NORM 1 -
OFF 
• RHC PVvR NORM 
2- AC/DC YES 
Jets fire? 
NO 
46 THC 1&2Short ck 
• AUTO RCS -
on then OFF 
(in axis)-
• TRANS CO NTR 
PVvR - on (up) 
• cbSCSCONTR 
AUTOMNB-~ 
Jets fir, ? 
50 CMC trouble-
s ooting config 
• CMC pwr up if 
,eqd 
• CMC MODE -
FREE 
• SCCONT - CMC 






P\-VR - on (up) 
• THC & RHC -
neutral 
• vffNl OE, 31 E 
NO 





51 THC 11 Sh 
• cb SCS COi 
AUTO MNB 
~ 










Change Date ________ _ 
SM-2A-1945 





o SC CONT - SCS 
• TRANS CONIB 
PWR - OFF 
o ROT CONTR PWR 
NORM (both)-
SM2A-03-SC104-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
34 
o SC CONT -
CMC 
o CMC MODE -
FREE 
• AUTO RCS - • 
on then OFF (in 
OXis) -
Jet fires? 
OFF 32 l,olot• t,oublo 
• ~U:x~s :~!c;er 1-Y.:E.:,S➔i==-----~ 
then OFF More ;.~~;g~ jet 
Jets fire? 
NO 
38 RHC 1&2 Sho,t ck 
• ROT CONTR PWR 
NORM I - AC/DC 
• AUTO RCS----




44 o ROT CONTR 
PWR NORM 1 -
OFF 
o RHC PWR NORM 
2 - AC/DC 
Jets fire? 
NO 
46 THC 1&2Short ck 
o AUTO RCS -
on then OFF 
(in axis}-
• TRANS CO NTR 
PWR - on (up) 
• cbSCSCONTR 
AUTO MNB-.= 
Jets fir, ? 
• CMC pwr up if 
,eqd 
• CMC MOOE -
FREE 
• SCCONT - CMC 






P'VJR - on (up) 
• THC & RHC -
neutral 




RHC NO. 1 
8/0 SHORT 
51 THC IJ Short ck 
• cb SCS CO NTR 
AUTO MNB-
~ 
17n7 in Rl? 
YES 
on then OFF (in 
OXis) -
Jet fires? 




56 • cb SCS 
CONTR AUTO 
'-----➔.f MNA or MNB -
~to shorted 
THC 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 This jet lost for all SCS & G/ N 
control modes. Disable jet with 
AUTO RCS sws and use DIRECT 
control. 
@ SCS AUTO RCS coi I modes lost for 
affected jet, If affected jet is in 
ROLL loss of either ±Y or Z trans. 
If affected jet is in PITCH or YAW 
loss of 4 iet + or -X trans. 
@ ACCEL CMD lost for this jet, 
e ACCEL CMD lost in PITCH or YAW. Use alternate quad pair for roll. 
@ All SCS RCS (auto coils) lost for 
affected axis. Disable affected 
jets with AUTO RCS sws and use 
DIRECT. 
0/RECTsws in affected RHC still 
functional. Affected RHC lost for 
SCS and G/N attitude control. If 
RHC 2, swap RHC 1 to C0R's 
position ond leove RHC 2 off, For 
6.V's replace RHC 2 to CDR's 
position ond leave in AC only. 
Still hove translation capability 
through redundant sws in THC, 
Select operable enable bus with 
AUTO RCS. 
SM-2A-1945 















• AUTO RCS 
61 
(in oxis) - A or 8 
then OFF - -





64 • Isolate failed 









o SCS CONT -SCS 
o AUTO RCS --
on sequentiol ly 
(in axis) then off 
More than I jet 
fires? 
NO 
62 DRIVER LOGIC 
FAILED OPEN 
(CR64 o, CR65) 
66 • SC CONT -
CMC 
• MAN ATT - I Jet 
• CMC MODE -
FREE 
RATE CMD 
• ROT CONTR PWR 
NORM (both) -
AC/ DC 
o TRANS CONTR 
PWR-~ 
• THC & RHC -
neutral 
• AUTO RCS - on 
(in axis affected) 
then off 
J~t firei ? 
2 OR MORE 
70 In axis 
• cb SCS CONTR 
AUTO MN8 -
= o AUTO RCS -
~ then OFF 
• AUTO RCS -
on (in a xis) the, 
OFF 
68 





1---J-eh-fi-,e-?--ll"NO..;.;;;. ______ _ 
YES 
72 • cb SCS 
CONTR AUTO 
MNB - dosed 
• cb SCS CO NTR 
AUTO MNA-
~ 
o AUTO RCS -
• ~ then OFF 
75 o MAN All -





o AUTO RCS - ECA 
'--~-•_he_n_O_FF_----< NO RATE CMD LC 
._ __ Je_n~fi,_e_?_----<r--... -- FA~ 
YES 
18 
n ECA MIN IMP 
LOG IC SHORT 
(025 or Q21) or 






Change Date ________ _ Page _____ _ 






APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
51 Driver on ck 
o AUTO RCS 
61 











o SC CONT - SCS 
NO 
• MAN ATT - 1 Jet 
RATE CMD 
o ROT CONTR PWR 
NORM (both)-
AC/ DC 
o TRANS CONTR 
PYIR -~ 
o THC & RHC -
neutral 
o AUTO RCS - on 
(in axis affected) 
then off 
Jfl:t fires? 
2 OR MORE 
70 In axis 
o cb SCS CONTR 
AUTO MN8-
~ 
o AUTO RCS -
~ then OFF 
Jets fire? 
YES 
72 • cb SCS 
CONTR AUTO 
MN8 - dosed 
o cb SCS CO NTR 
AUTO MNA-
~ 
o AUTO RCS -
. ~ then OFF 
75 o MANATT -







e AUTO RCS -
on sequentially 
{in axis) then off 
66 o SCCONT-
CMC 
o CMC MODE -
FREE 
o AUTO RCS -








o AUTO RCS - ECA 
l--~-;:th::e:--;n;:O-:F;-F-1.!::N!fOt...,L.::RA~ TE F~~L~~OOP 
I Jetsfire? .--., ,,-
n ECA MIN IMP 
LOGIC SHORT 
(025 or 021) or 
SUFFER AMP (ROLL 
YES 
59 • MANATT-
MIN IMP (in 
~. AUTO RCS -




RATE CMD IDOP 
FAILED 
20 
67 DRIVER LOGIC 
FAILED OPEN 
(CR64 o, CR65) 
22 
YES 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
® All SCS RCS (auto coils) lost for 
affected axis. Disable affected • 
jets with AUTO RCS sws and use 
DIRECT, 
@ This jet lost for SCS & G/ N cont 
modes. Use DIRECT in affected · 
axis. 
SCS AUTO RCS coil modes lost for 
af{ected jet. If affected jet is in 
ROLL loss of either ±Y or Z trans. 
If effected jet is in PITCH or YAW 
loss of 4 jet + or -X trons. 
SCS RATE CMD ATT HOLD & 
prop cont lost far affected jet. 
SCS AUTO .dV lost if PITCH or 
YAW but operable in ROLL in 
ACCEL CMD. Tronslation 
without att hold possible in 
MIN IMP, 
/ 
Still have translation capobility 
through redundant sws in THC. 
SM-2A-1946 
Page ______ _ 
ts 
r 
. N fJAJ Lk( 0 t> T G.I VIN 




f "APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDB 
PROCEDURE 
:~0~L~:OOTINGl---.i-;--'l CMC available LY:.;E;;;S.,J,-2-',-CM....,...C_t_,o_u_bl_e_sh.,..oo_t_;n.:.9_c_on_f.;:;9 __ _,, 
ROUTINE for troubleshooting? • CMC - fl'Hr up if r~ 
NO 
o CMC MODE - FREE 
o SC CONT - CMC 
• AUTO RCS -OFF (in axis) 
o ROT CONTR 1¥/R NORM 
(both) - AC/DC 
o TRANS CONTR P'WR - on (up) 













on s or 
failed RHC. DIRECT unaffected 
but BMAG caging signal lost . 
Affected RHC con be used for 
MTVC, 
Lose ACCEL CMD capability with 
one RHC in affected axis . Use 
alternate RHC. 
ACCEL CMD MODE lost for 
affected jet. Other SCS & G/ N 
modes available. 
This jet lost for all SCS & G/ N 
control modes (auto coi I). 
DIRECT control available. 
SM-2A- l 947 . 
Basic Date Change Date ________ _ 
Page ______ _ 



















FORM 2997-E New 11•67 






1I J • SC CONT -
scs 
• AltRHC- cmd 
+ & - (in axis) 
scs 





~• ,.,...,,..., ,....,_ '''""'' V 
A4 & CJ - OFF f'(AW DJ & 84) 
• AUTO RCS PITCH A3 & C4 -
MNA or B (YAW BJ & D4) 
• RHC- cffld + & - (in axis) 
Mot ion both directions? 
20 I Check opposite poir 
.• AUTO RCS PITCH A4 & CJ -
MNAorB f'(AW DJ& E 
>-AflfCnrcs PITCH A3 & 
OFF C;(AW BJ & D4) 
' • SC CONT - S_i:'S-;, 
• MAN ATT - RATE CMD 
• RHC-cmd+-X-:---




•• DRIVER LOGIC 
FAILED CR22 or 26 
PEN CR67'SHORT 
NO 
19 I Check opposite pa 
• AUTO RCS PITCH A4 & _ I NO ~ I MNA or B f'(AW DJ & 84 / 
Ill • AUTO RfS PITCH A3 & , 
OFF f'(AW BJ & D4) 
eRHC-cmd+&-
YES 
21 J • AUTO RCS PITCH A4 i CJ -
OFF f'(AW DJ & 84) 






N IMP & 
led RHC. DIKl::C.:T unattec 
t BMAG caging signal lost. 
ffected RHC con be used for 
ITVC. 
Lose ACCEL CMD capability with 








ACCEL CMD MOOE lost for 
affected jet, Other SCS & G/N 
modes available , 
This iet lost for all SCS & G/ N 
control modes (auto co il ), 
DIRECT control available. 
SM-2A-1947 . 





FORM 299'7-E New 11-67 
• AUTO RCS il/D ROLL (4) - OFF 
• AUTO RCS A/C ROLL A 1 - -
MNA or MNB 
• A0"ro RCS/yC ROLL A2 -
MNA or MNB 
• AUTO RCS A/C ROLL Cl -
OFF 
• AUTO RCS A/C ROLL C2 -
OFF 





29 o AUTO RCS 
A/C ROLL 
Al - OFF 
• AUTORCS 
A/C ROLL A2 -
OFF 
o AiJ'fO RCS 
A/C ROLL Cl -
MNAorMNB 
• AD'w RCS-
A/C ROLL C2 -
MNA or MNB 
• RHC - cmd+& -
25 
0 
AU I A/C RC 

















33 .. E_.«:,,-Jf 
N.-T ~-1(11::C 
.. (>(..,-CltC ~ .,_.,.i) 
~,r 1 
SM-2A-1949 
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FORM 2997-E New 11-67 
SM2A-03-SC104-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
o AUTO RCS B/D ROLL (4) - OFF 
o AUTO RCS A/C ROLL Al - -
MNA or MN8 
o AUTO RCSA,7C ROLL A2 -
MNA or MNB 
o AUTO RCS°""A7C ROLL Cl -
OFF 
o AUTO RCS A/C ROLL C2 -
OFF 





29 o AUTO RCS 
A/C ROLL 
Al - OFF 
• AUTO7R:S 
A/C ROLL A2 -
OFF 




A/C ROLL C2 -
MNA or MNB 






o AUTO RCS 
A/CROLL 




o AUTO RCS 
A/C ROLL Cl -
MNAorMNB 
• JwTT) RC:,-





36 o SC CONT -
scs. 
• AltRHC - cmd 






3D o SC CONT -
scs 
o MAN ATT - RATE 
CMD --
• AUTO RCS 
A/CROLL Al -
MNA or MNB 
o AITfo RC--,----
A/ C ROLL A2 -
MNA or MNB 
• A[ITT) RCS---
A/C ROLL Cl -
OFF 
o AUTO RCS 
A/C ROLL C2 -
OFF 




- o SC CONT -
CMC 
• Alt'RHC - cmd 
+ & - (in axis) 
Motion nonnol? 
NO 
38 LOGIC L------ ENABLE PWR 
FAILED (CRl 9) 
OPEN 
Change Date ________ _ 
0 
REMARKS 
This iet lost for all SCS and G/ N 
control modes (auto coils). 
DIRECT control a vailable. 
SCS ACCEL CMD mode lost for 
affected axis . SCS ACCEL CMD 
mode can be regained by using the 
CMC position of the SC CONT 
switch. 
One direction of rotation lost for 
ACCEL CMD in one set of quads 
for roll control, Use opposite pair of 
quads for roll control. 
® ACCEL CMD lost for effected 
axis, RATE CMD, MIN i,ViP, 
CMC & DIRECT modes ovoiloble, 
SM-2A-1949 
Page ______ _ 
A. ~ .. CG,.,.'t c~ 
• RO, C/)AIT Pl,(J/2.. 
- AC/ 1C. (O"-'{f- ~) 
--~• ~A..ie ,.. l{ IS I~-
• &It Go ·- t> 
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• CMC MODE - FREE 
• ROT CONTR PWR NORM 
(b~)-AC/DC 
• Vll Nl'oE;JTE 
1n77 in Rl? 
original config 
• ALT RHC - cmd 
+ & - (in affected 
axis) 
Motion normal? 
• FOAi SCALE -~ 







o BMAG MODE -
ATT 1/RATE 2 
Att error ind null? 
NO 29 ATT LOOP 
L'.:'.~~-::F-:'AILED OPEN 
,.._--~---' 
Change Date ________ _ 
~ ,...~ 
0 Failure causes translation when 
rotation cmds given. Att hold, 
RATE CMD & MIN IMP lost in 
one direction for t1ffected axis 
0 
0 
(PITCH, YAW, A/C ROLL, B/D 
ROLL). Translation without 
attitude hold possible with MAN 
ATT - MIN IMP, 
Att hold unaffected but prop cont, 
ACCEL CMD, MIN IMP & CMC 
man cont lost for failed RHC, 
DIRECT unaffected but BMAG 
caging signal last. Affected RHC 
can be used for MTVC , 
SCS prop cant & MTVC lost for 
failed RHC. 
For affected axis: In ATT 1 
RATE 2, ATT hold & ATT error 
disPloy lost. SCS AUTO /JV 
possible if ROLI..J,y control ling 
aft manually, J(fter .05 G, SCS 
FOAi ROLL ATT erroneous if 
YAW or ROLL, 
SCS prop cont & MTVC lost for 
both RHCs. 
Att hold capability lost in affected 
axis. SCS AUTO .:1 V lost if PITCH 
or YAW, but possible if ROLL by 
placing MANATT ROLL - ACCEL 
CMD. --
SM-2A-1950 
Page ______ _ 
SMZA-03-SCl 04-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS} . A:'-JnBOOK 
-------...-- ------- --- --~ ··------- ... ~----- -····----r--------~-
SYMPTO\~ 










~RM 2997•£ New 11·67 
36 ALT RHC ck 
• ROT CONTR PWR 
NORM (both) -
AC/DC 
• AUTO RCS (16) -
ori~inol config 
• ALT RHC - cmd + & -
42 









• AUTO RCS A/C 
ROLL (4) - MNA o, MNB 
• AUTO RCS BlDROLL--
(4) - OFF 
• MAN"A'fT - MIN IMP 
• RHC - cmd ~II) 
YES 
40 
43 In axis 
•MANATT-MIN 
IMP -
• RHC - cmd + & -
Motion cfirections? 
NONE 
J7 • MAN ATT -
ACCEL CMD 
• Original RHC -




48 • Aur8ftic 
L~M~o::'.t~io'.'.'.n~d:::ire:'.c:'.'.ti~on~•:? ~-A~f-f-f--r'~-+i • !~~ <:hs ~~ 
ONE ROLL (4) - MNA o, MNB 
l!~!.l!cl..------':~ • RHC - cmd +'&7(in ~ 
Motion directions? 
NONE 
Change Date ________ _ 
0 DIRECT sws in affected RHC still functional , One RHC lost; how-
ever, RATE CMD mode in failed 
RHC still possible when breakout 
switches closed in same axis by 
operable RHC. "1TV C.. C!) 1( 
~ ~ ~ f'<:J.n-. 
c~R.t,te.),.,,<tk~ 
0 Att hold unaffected but prop. cont, 
ACCEL CMD, MIN IMP, & CMC 
man cont last far failed RHC . 
DIRECT unaffected but BMAG 
coging signal lost, ~~ 
el\-<!,CAh-,.l,..e_ "' r 
'""'--"~. 
SCS prop. cont & MTVC lost for 
foiled RHC, 
SCS prop. cont & MTVC lost for 
both RHCs. 
All RATE CMD & att hold capability 
lost for affected oxis. Translation 
possible with man att SW in RATE a I 
CMD & att cont in affected axis 
byDIRECT. 
Lose all SCS modes except ACCEL 
CMD, No translation on affected 
axis, DIRECT control available, 
Page ______ _ 
SYMPTON 
scs 




FORM 2997 · £ New I J•67 
I 
r 
C""i. ,,.., /1. 
J.___~ --.J1 
'REMARKS 
pr:,, c;n~~~C~A~Mg() NT 
ii led RHC. DI REC T unaffected 
MAG caging sigllO I lost. 
.! ed RHC con be used for 
·· Arr l<JOL.o 
11"1'T!:ef'll'\') 
:T sw 's in affected RHC still C. 
onal. Affected RHC lost for 
'ld G/N atti tude con trol. Jf 
swap RHC 1 to CDR 's position 
ove RHC 2 off , For AV's 
e RHC 2 to CDR's pos ition 
ove in AC only, 
M IN IMP cont in one 
on of affected ax is, RATE 
St ACCE L CMD still avai l-
8MAG cage fuiict ion sti ll 
iono l . 
\IN IMP in both d irections "' 
cted axis. RATE CMD & 
CMD stil l available, 
SMZA- U 5 -;:,L, ! V"± - \'-I 




MIN IMP l CMC avai lab le YES 2 CM~ troub le. INO I · 1 
TRO UBLE SHOOTI N I for troub leshooting? shoot ing conf,g ~ ROT CO,NTR 
ROUTI NE ~------' • AUTO RCS 
NO (16) - O FF 
• SC CONT - CMC 
• CMC MODE - ' 
I 
FREE 
• ROT CON,TR PWR 
. NO RM (both) -
AC/DC 
• Vll Nl0E, 31E 
I 
• Verif Rl readout 
1777Z in Rl? 
YES 
::J o RHC', -
neutra l 
• MANA TT (in 
axis) - ACCEL 
CMD 
• RHC PWR NORM 
(bo th) - AC/DC 
• AUTO RCS 
(in ax is) 
MNA or MNB 
then OFF--
Rotes bu ild up? 
NO 
14 1 Alt RHC ch eck 
o AUTO RCS -
orig ina l confi g 
• MANATT-
MIN IMP 
I 11,r e~d~ 
~ Motion normal? 
® R,o.* C'"' I ' ~ I 
Lo~-L f: 
(fri:H , VI\UJ 
P.> t> flOu... y: v - - - r-~ - fl II .•. II • ".J!,..9..( 
hza,J:· l>\ e. vtJ-~t\CfJ! a ~ I 
\____,, ,'-7;A) ' I '"'_,,, 0 
,__., fat,0-, \ ~ i:1~ 






• Verify Rl reodou,I 








o SC CONT 
scs 
10 I RHC check 
• ROT CONTR PWR 
NORM l - OFF 
• AUTO RCS 
(i n axis) MNA or 
MNB then OFF 
Rates bu i Id up? 
;:Jo MAN ATT -
ACC EL CMD 
• Original RHC -
cmd + & -
Motion normol? 
YES 
17777 in Rl? 
YES 
RHC NO . I 
B/0 SHORT 
Basic Date 




0 lose prop con~.ACC EL CMD, 
MIN IMP & CMC MAN CONT 
0 
0 
for failed RHC. DIREC T unaffected 
but BMAG coging signa l lost. 
Affected RHC con be used for 
MTvc. Arr ~lo'--D 
VLJ>'l~ref'~ 
Cl 
DIRECT sw 's in affected RHC sti ll 
functional. Affected RHC lost for 
SCS and G/N attitude contro l. If 
RHC 2 swop RHC J to CDR's pos ition 
ond leove RHC 2 off, For ti.V 's 
replace RHC 2 to CDR's position 
ond leove in AC on ly . 
l oss of M IN IMP con t in one 
direc tion of affected oxis. RATE 
CMD & ACCE L CMD stil l avoil -
ob1e, BMAG cage fuiic ti on still 





~-~s~N==SH==A=ND=B~~o~ ~=::~ OPERATIO APOLLO PROCEDURE 
~
M ~ ~ --- I p·oned;,ecHonof SY MPT r.-. •• "'" '-• ;;_,"., • 
.. 
Basic Date 
FORM 299'7-E New I 1•67 
Im 
Date Change 
\::../ offectedc~•~· ovai lab le, ACCEL 
11 SCS & G/ N 0 This je t lost for aDI RECT mode of 
control modes_- loble . 
operation avm 
& MIN IMP 
r,';::\ lose RAT!c~~i CMD still available. 'J modes , 
N IMP & RATE ~MD in ® lose Ml . of ROLL axis. 
one direcCMt10~ ava i lable. 
ACCEL 
MIN IMP roll I':";;\ Lose RATE CMD and uad pair (A/C 
v.;/ coot,ol fo, off•i:•~D ,,; 11 ov~;l-
r B/ D). ACC_ ·n Z or y mm 




















































Lose MIN IMP in one di rec tion of 
affected ax is. RATE CMD & 
ACC EL CMD avai lab le . 
Thi s jet lost fo r all SCS & G/N 
contro l modes . DIRECT mode of 
operation ava i lable. 
Lose RATE CMD & MIN IMP 
modes, ACCE L CMD st ill avail ab le . 
~~t~~ 
~~ <:."\ 
-~v c' - ·""'"·-:. "":"t 
rJ. "' 
Lose MIN IMP & RATE CMD in 
one direction of RO LL ax is, 
ACC EL CMD ovoi lab le . 
@ l ose RATE CMO and M IN IMP ro ll 
contro l for affected quad pair (A/C 
or B/ 0), ACCEL CMD sti 11 a vail-
ab le , Translation in Z or Y axis 
lost depending on wh ich quad pair 





















45 I Enoble 2 ,oil 
'ets on 1 quad 
• AUTO RCS 
A/C ROLL Al -
MNAorMNB 
• AUTO R~ 
A/C R.OLL A2 -





~ Repeat above 
step for 2 roll jets 
on each quod 
NONE 
39 J !;t: r:}6 jets 
• AUTO RCS A/C 
ROLL Al - MNA or 
MNB --
• AUTO RCS A/ C 
ROLL A2 - MNA or 
MNB --
• AUTO RCS A/C 
• ROLL Cl - MNA or 
MNB --
• AUTO RCS A/C 








~ ~ DRIVER LOGIC 
.. FAILED 
(CR63 OR 67 OPEt--
CR26 SHORT) 
5~ DRIVER LOGIC 
SHORT (QI) 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 lose MIN IMP in one direction of 
affected axis. RATE CMD & 
ACCEL CMD available. 
0 Thi~ jet lost for all SCS & G/ N 
contro l modes. DI RECT mode of 
operation available. 
@ Lose RATE CMO & MIN IMP 




® Lose MIN IMP & RATE CMD in 
one direction of ROLL axis. 
ACCEL CMD available. 
@ Lose RATE CM0 and MIN IMP roll 
control for affected quod poir (A/C 
or B/ 0). ACCEL CMD still avail-
able . Translation in Z or Y axis 
lost depending on which quad pair 
foiled. 
SM-2A-l 953 




















APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Alternate RHC 
• ROT CONTR IWR 






Vehicle rates greater 
than expected? 
YES 
B RATE LOOP 
AC OR DC AMP 
FAILED OPEN 
YES 
HOLD is desired 
o BMAG MODE 
(affected axis) -
ATT 1 RATE 2 
• LIM CYCLE -
on (up) 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 One RHC lost for direct maneuvers. 
0 Place ROT CONTR rNR DIR SN of 
affected RHC to off position, 
DIRECT operation for that RHC lost. 
0 Close SCS DIR ULL cb's one at a 
time to isolate the failure within 
the DIR ULL pb. DIRECT ULL 
MNA pwrs QUAD B/D; MNB pwrs 
QUAD A/C jets. · This will provide 
2 jet DIR ULL. 
0 SCS ball drive lost in affected axis 
in RATE 2 or ATT 1 RATE 2, RSI 
err~after .05 G if YAW or 
ROLL, unless switched to RATE 1. 
0 No SCS AUTO tN if PITCH or 
YAW; ;f ;n ROLL SCS AUTO ,IV 
possible if BMAG mode -~ 
~ & LIM CYCLE - ON. 
0 This failure noticeable only if 
BMAG 2 power is off . 
0 Displays & RATE 1 unaffected. 
0 For affected axis all RATE damping 
lost. RATE CMD response similar 
to ACCEL CMD. 
SM-2A-1954 
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• AUTO RCS 
(16)- OFF 
• TRANSCONTR 
P\-VR - on (up) 
•MANATT -
RATE CMD 
• V11N10E, 31 E 
6 Disable OIi +X jets_ 
• AUTO 'RCS -
PITCH A4 - OFF 
PITCH C3 - OFF 
YAW 84 - OFF 
YAW D3 - OFF 
Enable all -X jets 
• AUTO RCS -
l 
PITCH A, - MNA 
PITCH C4 - MNA 
YAW B3 - MNA 
YAW D4 - MNA, - 1r,_' 
•SC CONT - SCS 
• MAN ATT - rRATE 
CMD -. -
• THC - cmd +X transl 
•AUTO RCS -
PITCH A4 - MNA 
PITCH C3 - MNA 
PITCH A3 - OFF 
PITCH C4 - OFF--
• RHC - and+&~ 
(p;tch) __ _ 
3 THC TRANSL 
sw ck 
• THC - cmd + & -
(inaxis) --
• Record Rl 
+X - 176n 
-X - 175n 
+Y - 173n 
-Y - 167n 
+Z - 15777 
-z - 137n 
Rt correct? 
YES 
A3 - OFF 
'----------__,.,-7------..cr--.---'T'- n;,jtfi C4 - OFF 
W B3 - OFF 
YAW D4 - OFF 
Enable a·II +X jets 
Basic Date 
FORM 299'7-E Ne,,.. 11•67 
• .AUTO RCS -
PITCH A4 - MNA 
PITCH C3 - MNA 
YAW 84 - M,;;;;;-
YAW D3 - MNA 
•SCCONT-fil 
oMAN ATT - RATE 
CMD --




Change Date ________ _ 
0 Translation capability lost in affected 
axis . If problem is in the X axis, 
direct ulloge capability rema ins . 
ith the yow jets of 
ctions . 
0 Loss of failed jet for all c ontrol/ 
modes except direct . 
0 Affected jet lost for RATE CMO; 
MIN IMP; and all auto coil 
translations. 










FORM 299'7 •£ New 11•67 
2 CMC trouble-
q!?Jo,--1~.:.SM-....J shooting config 
• CMC pwr up if 
req'd 
• SCS CONT -
CMC 
• CMC MODE -
FREE 
• AUTO RCS 
(16)- O FF 
• TRANSCONTR 
PWR - on (up) 
• MAN ATT -
RATE CMD 
• viT"Niof; 31 E 
EDURE 
l 
J THC TRANSL 
,w ck 
• THC - cmd + & -
(in axis) 
• Record RI 
+X - 17677 
-X - 17577 
+Y - 17377 
-Y - 16777 
+Z - 15777 









UTO R • 
PIT ;t,,J - O FF 
Pl C4 - OFF 
w 83 - OFF 
AW D4 - OFF 
Enable aH +X jets 
• AUTO RCS -
PITCH A4 - MNA 
PITCH CJ - MNA 
YAW 84 - MNA 
YAW DJ - MNA 
• SC CONT - SCS 
•MAN ATT - RATE 
CMD --




6 Disable 011 +X jets~ 
• AUTO 'RCS -
PITCH A4 - O FF 
PITCH CJ - O FF 
YAW 84 - OFF 
YAW DJ - OFF 
Enable all - X jets 
• AUTO RCS -
PITCH A~ - MNA 
PITCH C4 - MNA 
YAW 83 - MNA 
YAW D4 - MNA 
• SC CONT - SCS 
• MAN ATT - iRATE 
CMD -. -




17 SC translation 
checks ok. 
Check original 
Mon ott contra I 
mode for attiJude 
contro l · 
Change Date ________ _ 
0 Translation capability lost in affected 
axis. If problem is in the X axis, 
direct ulloge cor3bility remains. 
ith the yow jets of 
ct ions . 
0 Loss of foiled jet for all contro l/ 
mcxles excep t direct. 
0 Affected jet lost for RATE CMD; MIN IMP; and all auto coil 
translations. 


















APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
19 Troubleshoot 
su ected axis (-X) 
• AUTO RCS - NO 
PITCH AJ - MNA 
PITCH C4 - MNA 
YAW A4- 0~ 
YAW CJ - OFF 






• RHC - cmd + & -
Motion both 
directions 
YES 22 DRIVER 
LOGIC FAILURE 
'-----•I (CR7J OPEN OR 
CR47 SHORT) 
23 
• MAN ATT - 24 DRIVER 
ACCEL CMD LOGIC FAILURE 
• RHC - neutral ~Y_E_s _________ -+•l(CR83 OR CR89 
• THC -_ cmd -X OPEN) transl ._ _____ _ 
SC rotates? 
NO 
2S • AUTO RCS 
PITCH C4 -
OFF 





27 SC translation 
checks ok. 
'------lo! Check original man 
ott control mode for 
attitude control 
29 Disabl,e +Z jets 
• AUTO RCS -
8/D ROLL SI - OFF 
S/ D ROLL D2 - OFF 
A/C ROLL Al - OFF 
A/-C ROLL A2 - OFF 
A/C ROLL Cl - OFF 
A/C ROLL C2 - OFF 
Enable -z jeh 
• AUTO RCS -
S/ D ROLL Dl - MNA 
S/D ROLL S2 - MNA 
o SC-CONT - SCS _ 
el,IAN ATT : RATE CMD 




31 Troubleshoot B/ D NO 32 • MAN All _ 
I--R_JE_C_log-=-;c ___ --4--4~ ACCEL CMD ........... ..--::-c 
• A~TDO RRi~L- Bl - MNA • RHC - cmd + & -
S/D ROLL D2 - MNA 
S/ D ROLL Dl - OFF 
S/ D ROLL S2 - OFF 
• RHC - and+ & - (ROLL) 
Motion both directions 
J? • AUTO RCS 
S/D ROLL 
D2 - OFF 























APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
L 
39 O;,able -z jets 
• AUTO RCS -
B/ D ROLL 01 - OFF 
B/0 ROLL B2 - OFF 
B/ 0 ROLL Bl - MNA 
B/ 0 ROLL 02 - MNA 
• AUTO RCS (A/C --
ROLL (4) - OFF 
YES 
62 
• SC CONT - SCS 
• MAN ATT - RATE CMD 





• AUTO RCS 
B/ D ROLL 01 - M!:Jb 
B/ 0 ROLL 82 - M!:Jb NO 
B/D ROLL Bl - OFF 
B/D ROLL 02 - OFF 
• RHC - cmd + & - (ROLL) 
Motion both directions? 
42 •MANATT -
ACCEL CMD 





~4-7..-. -A-UT'-0-RC_S__, • ~ ~~ 
B/0 ROLL "17'-
B2 - OFF 





checks ok. ------.i Check original MAN 
ATT control mode for 
51 Disable +Y jets 
• AUTO RCS A/C -
ROLL Al - OFF 
ROLL C2 - OFF 
ROLL Cl - MNA 
ROLL A2 - Mr,JA 
• AUTO RCS e,ro-
ROLL (4) - OFF 
• SC CONT - SCS 
• MAN ATT - RATE CMD 




• AUTO RCS 
A/C -
ROLL Al - MNA 
ROLL C2 - MNA 
ROLL Cl - OFF 
ROLL A2 - OFF 
• RHC - cmd +~ 
(ROLL) __ _ 
Motion both directions? 
Sl •MANATT -
ACCEL CMD 
• RHC - neutral 






YES 56 DRIVER LOGIC 
FAILURE 
'------(CR67 OR 73 OPEN) 
(CR26 OR 47 SHORT) 
Change Date ________ _ 
0 
REMARKS 
Translation capability in one 
poloriry is lost. 
SM-2A-1957 





FORM 2997-E New l 1-87 
SM2A-03-SC104-{2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
59 o AUTO RCS 
A/C ROLL 
C2 - OFF 






61 SC translation 
checks ok. '--------+! Check original man 
att control mode for 
attitude control 
o AUTO RCS A/C 
ROLL Cl - OFF 
ROLL A2- OFF 
ROLL Al - MNA 
ROLL C2- MNA 
o AUTO RCS e;ro--
ROLL (4) - OFF 
o SC CONT - fil 
o MAN ATT - RATE CMD 




64 o AUTO RCS A/C 65 • MAN ATT -
ROLL Cl - MNA NO ACCEL CMD 
ROLL A2 - MNA t---"'°"~• RHC - cmd + & -
ROLL C2-0FF ~---
ROLL Al - Off 
o RHC - cmd + & - (RcrLL) 
Motion both directions? 
YES 
6S o MANATT -
ACCEL CMD 
• RHC - neutral 




7o o AUTO RCS 
A/ C ROLL 










LOGIC (CR83 OR 
89 OPEN) 
o THC - cmd -Y 71 THC -Y 
i---"-:::":::-l,0""'.t""'.ot""'.e,:?:-7.!:N~O;:_ ____________ +f!:i~i~6I~~ 
YES 
72 SC translation 
checks ok, 
Check original man 
att control mode for 
attitude control 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
Translation capability in one 
polarity is lost , 
SM-2A-1948 








APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
-
PITCH C4 - M 
YAWM- 0~ 
YAW CJ - OFF 
• RHC - cmd + a::: ~---
Mot ion both 
direct ions 
o AUTO RCS -
B/0 ROLL 81 - OFF 
8/0 ROLL D2 - OFF 
A/C ROLL Al - OF F 
A/C ROLL A2 - OF F 
A/C ROLL Cl - OFF 
A/C ROLL C2 - OFF 
Enable -Z jeh 
• AUTO RC S -
8/D ROLL D1 - MNA 
8/D ROLL 82 - MNA 
o SC CONT - SCS 
• MAN All - RATE CM O 
• THC - cmd+~ 






31 Troubleshoot B/D NO J2 • MAN ATT _ 
1-....:.:R.:.JE:,:C:....;:log!!:l.:.c ___ 4-,+t ACCEL CMD =c__.,J""-
• A';Ji t~~L- Bl - MNA • RHC - cmd + & -
8/D ROLL D2 - MNA 
B/D ROLL 01 - OFF 
B/0 ROLL 82 - OFF 
o RHC - and+ & - (ROLL) 





~f P l~,-~C~E::::..., ---t::illt' 











1 ~ -x 1>1e€'C:r1G&. 
{J)-r(IANSLATIDN 
CABtl811.ftY J.OST 
;..i -){ 'Dl~!ON 
c=::c,a_ oJJE fA1e. 
OF 4>VA-l)S . 
10 
0 Trarulatior, capability in one r o lority 
., i, lost. 
@),RAtJSI.AT IVN 
C!A()A61LIT'f 
/..oSt I N 
+ 2 D1~EcT10N 






35 • MA~ fl.TT - ~C~L ~MO 
: .. ·AUTO R..C.S - : 
~DLL SI - c¢F _ 
' ' 
:- Tt-(C,. .~ C +2 TRANS 
J~, F1({ES ? 
<- I ' 0 A\lTO RC.S 1 ___ , 
~LL 'B l 7'" MW A ·: 
' 
: RoLL Dz - oFF ; : -z- ·,· 
: 
0 TI--\C. - C":-!D .+2 Tf~S 
JET Ft~E$ ? 
. f 5/C _ :+ r iJW.lS;'-A TJO_~ 
j I l I 
~EC.,:!> o~. !, Ct-1:~ 
0~16,l~A,L MMI A---r-( 
~o~ ·MOOE- k,e.. ! 
__ A!T{ TlJJ>~ <'..OtJ11U>I;_ 
' -- 1 -:r I 
No 
NO 
A • A\Y'iO e_c. ~ 
Roll SI - MtJ ,A 
Rou. D"2.. - oFF 




D 'D~1 vee. Loeo1c... 
~PRIV_fSR. . 




- ·- -- -
FA\LU£.E. 
C(2.. OPEN 
Ma~r E : '. ~Erv lJM8€~-T <t>u:x:~ -~~~ B;Ee~ 1 "f 
d'\CCO?DtlNCE •WITH 'STAfl.lOA.e.'i) (J~EDuQr:: 
' 










0 AUiO RCS 










0 THC.- CM.0 --2 .-e~s , ,- i 
JEl"f" FH?tz:5? 
s/c_, : ~ ~ .~~Tto~ 
C .+~,::~ ct::. C.H Ec.K 
021·~,vAL M~~ A.iT 
Cotvi MoOE ~(L 
7T c TVD€. COrv,~L 
A: "AIJTO £.c.S 
. e.o LL D \ - MN A 
I t'<OLL B 2. - OFF 
"fHc._- CMO -2 ii 
\ Vfi LOGl'-
f ~ 1 LU tE 
• - ... . • ~ i - - · - . . 
6 T HC 
- i! '\"tlANSL 
OPE 
NCYTE ! ~ENlJM8~£ ~-iL.cct- rJUMS~S I_N 
t\.Ccoi-DA..~f-" w1Ttt S'TANDA'2.D fRocrougf= 
--






"'t,AAN AiT ;,. ACC•6L CMO 
I!' A.l.fT O ct.c S -
e,oLL : I-\ I - OFF 
'. -
C.. • AUTO ~ :; 
fuLl Al - /VIN lA 
fZ.oLL C. 2.. ~ of F 
~ TMC C..MO +y T'2At.lS 
J£-f F1~~s ? 
F s/c +Y. T~NSiATION 
CH Eef(..S OK.. C. H EC..4C 
~G.INAL MAtJ 'A'TT 
towr Move Foe. 





A C ~\.JTO ~$ 
~OLL Al -MN A 
e_oLL <:. "2.. - OFF -
"' Tl-IC. ·· C,v1D +Y T~S 
J~'i Fl~~S ~ 
D Pft ve-e. 1-cx;,,c. 
fAILU~ 
c:e. 68 cPE: 
I I• • • . f . r I 
t-..io, E : i'{l= N l) MB ee I <8UX-t:'.- t-.1 u M 5'ffS l 'r,J -
B 










39 O;,obl• -Z iet, 
• AUTO RCS -
B/0 ROLL 01 - Off 
B/ 0 ROLL 82 - Off 
B/0 ROLL Bl - MNA 
B/ 0 ROLL 02 - MNA 
• AUTO RCS (A/ C --












• SC CONT - SCS 
• MAN ATT - RATE CMD 
• THC - cmd - ~ ----
1---J-e,-f-ire-,?-. --1-.Y_E_s_.._ ______ _.J 
NO 
41 
• AUTO RCS -
8/ 0 ROLL 01 - MNA 
B/0 ROLL 82 - MNA NO 
B/0 ROLL Bl - OFF 
B/0 ROLL 02 - Off 
• RHC - cmd + & - (ROLL) 
• AUTO RCS A/C -
ROLL Al - Off 
ROLL C2 - Off 
ROLL Cl - MNA 
ROLL A2 - MNA 
• AUTO RCS B/-i,-
ROLL (4) - Off 
• SC CONT - SCS 
• MAN ATT - RAT E CMD 
• THC- cmd+~ 
f---J-.-, -fo-.,-7----lves 
NO 
~J • AUT O RCS 
. A/C -
ROLL Al - MNA 
RO LL C2 - MNA 
ROLL Cl - OFF 
ROLL A2 - OFF 
• RHC - cmd + &-:-
(ROLL) ___ .
Motion both directions? 
42 • MAN ATT -
ACCEL CMD 




• MAN ATT -
ACCEL CMD 
• ~ &-
(ROLL) __ _ 
Motion both 
directi on, 
YES 56 DRIVER LOGIC 
FAILURE 
..,_ ___ -<H (CR67 OR 73 OPEN) 
(CR26 OR 47 SHORT) 
Basic Date Change Date _________ _ 




/tJ - ~ '.PiflEc.T/ 
i3 
© Tronslotion copobi llty in one 
polari ty is lost. 
@)-reAtJ$LATI0"1 
C'AftlolUTY \..QSf 
iN + Y vi fUCTION 
SM- 2A-1957 










~EJ'LACe -· ~ \"TH' 11.0tt'.! 





APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
o AUTO RCS A/C 
ROLL Cl - OFF 
ROLL A2 ·-0TT 
ROLL Al - MNA 
ROLL C2- MNA 
o AUTO RCS a7t>" 
ROLL (4) - OFF 
o SC CONT• m 






64 o AUTO RCS A/C 65 • MAN ATT • 
ROLL Cl - MNA NO ACCEL CMD 
15 
63 DRIVER LOGIC 
SHORT 
(CR84 OR 90) 
ROLL A2-MNA 1---''--~H. RHC-cmd+&-
ROLL C2 • OFF (ROLL)-- 66 DRIVER 
ROLL Al • Off 1-------tNO FAILED OFF 
• RHC - cmd + & - (RO"LL) Motion both t----.. 
diredions 
Motion both directions? YES 
YES 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
@ Translation capability in one 






Page _______ _ 
I. 
I • ' 
,. ~AN ATi ¥ ~CCEL ~MD 
"' , A VTD Res "'° 
~t.L C. I - OFF 
••- · __... 
° C t D - Y TflANS 
J ~'T ·F14tES ? : 
l , 
t, 0 A\)TO ttS 
l 
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JtT Ft~S f 
I 
T 
__ _;_ _ · , l 1 1 
i::- sic: ~ '-f -r~LAftoN : _: 
tti~S i ~ t :CHE<l.tl. i I 
f\ • Au,o ~cs 
#?oLL C:.1- MtJ A 
foLL A12. - 0 Fi= 
• T He -(' "-<.D -'f ,RANS 
J£T 12.ES ? 
YES _ 
D .P~l\l~ ~c. 
FA\UJ~ 
ce. 89 d'EN 
'D'2.\ VE,Q. l.C-".IC.. 
! . 
~A\ Lue..E. : 
C. (<.. 3 Qf'EJtJ 
.• I 
' 
ORl61NAL MAN Pt-TT __ [ , , 
C,oNifOL M~ : R)f?_ _ 





·-r- l .-+ -- 1 i 
I i 
MALF. -:9ROO- ;5CS -r ·(pAJ~~dy fED~wt.J 
.... .:. - ... 
I 
I I . ;.. 
.. I 
, 
;2,3 i(lou6iE-- .'.:,HOOT A. p A \JTO (Rc.S 
Al'P~ PAI~ <:i)ne.1-t .A3 ·- MN' A 8 THC -)( 
0 MAN AtT - ACCEL CMD 
P f\\)TO 't<.C.S -
1J ITC# 'c4 - .Q££ 
(YAW B3 - MN A) 
( v~w D4 - QEE.) 
NO ,eANSL 
Pnctt A~ - Of=I= 
' -
(VAw B3 -,Qff) 
0 THC.-- ~MD - TRAf'-LS 
JE, FiR~5? 
~o 
I ! r---T--------------r .. . ' 
C. • A'-'i'O '~c. $ . 
~\ICH A-3 .- MN~ 
?nett C.4 - OFF _ 
( YAW 133 ·- MNA) 
(Y~W \)!l. - OFF)_ 
0 ·rt·\C - , ·NS 
: j '(ES 
'. I • 
F ~E::fEAT A~ove. 
7 . 
. l 
-· ! . f 
. >Tf'~ ~ dr~e:e. +· 
I 
CvUAt> ~Al~ tF · , _ .L 
~~M c-a+:o~b . I . ~ 
4 J€?:.T -)( , S I 
t -
I 
.~ - cMD ·- 71ZANS 
JE'T Ftl2.€:S ? . 
YES 
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' ... ,. ....... ... !- - ~- ··-+-, . , . -~ .. l. 
~TE'. ~~I\J.UM$E~ $L.Cc~ NlJMBeg~ · IN : 
l 
A c:c~DA NC E.: w, 1 f.\ 'ST AtJ 'DA \li) ~R~EDue E 
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• , T 
n .. 
• MA~ A-TT- ACCcL <!MD 
""AUTO RC5 
Ll> trcti e 3 .-~ 
· (VA.W 'i)3..:, OFF) 
0 T.+C ·c.MO + X '" ..is 
jET 'FtRE5 ? 
G •AGTO QCS 
ftTC,!4 (:3 '""t-1 kJ fit -
f1,ct-4 M,- -OFF -( Y'A\J./ D3 ... MN Pt) _ 
(YAW B4 ~ OFF=) 
TRIWS NO 
JET Ft~S ? 
F eereA, ~eove. 
s·reH' R:i<Z.. or~ee.. , 
(Q DA.D PA\~ l f= .; 
ff.081..EM o:.c.ue~e:o : 
------~-O_tZ._4-..11 .l ET +)( w.\-J? ; j 
•Avie 12,cs 
fl'TCi't C3 -MN. A -
PiiCH A4 - OFF 
(VAW i)3 ' - M~I\ J 
(YAW B4 - 9££ 
0 TtfC· e.MD + X 1RA"'-S 
J~• Fllt=S ? 




E _'D~\\/E:~ ~IC.. 
. FA\L\Jl2.~. I 
c. R h 2.. of'fEJJ 
.... l •(tj ' 
i 
' .. ' --- . : _.,_, -~ ' ' . [ 
No,E· : .K<?t,.jorJBEf<.
1 C5Loc..t N UMBE~ 
~ 
'IHC.. + )( 
r({~NSL 
o{>f;t.J 
l N ACC.of(.'DA~Ct ·w1 TH STAt,J'.i),:XRi) ?~cEDuQ f . 
' 











APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
l---_.,,-1 ~CMC available I-Y,.E;.;:S➔+-2--' ~o~i~:~:l:~g 
for troubleshooting? 
• CMC pwr up if 
req'd 
3 THC TRANSL 
sw ck 





• SCS CONT -
CMC 
• CMC MODE -
FREE 
• AUTO RCS 
(16) - OFF 
• TRANSCONTR 
P'vVR - on (u p) 
•MANATT-
RATE CMD 
• V1lN10E. 31 E 
• Record RI 
+X - 17677 
-X - 17577 
+Y - 17377 
- Y - 16777 
+Z - 15777 








6 Di sob le al l +X jets 
• AUTO RC S -
PITCH A4 - OFF 
PITCH CJ - OFF 
YAW 84 - OFF 
YAW 0 3 - OFF 
Enable al l -X jeh 
• AUTO RCS -
PITCH A3 - MNA 
PITCH C4 - MNA 
YAW B3 - MNA 
YAW 04 - MN°A 
• SC CONT - SCS 
• MAN ATT - RATE 
CMD --





suspected axis (+X) 
•AUTO RC S -
PITCH A4 - MNA 
;:-)>1TCH CJ - MNA 
PITCH A3 - OFF 
PITCH C4 - OFF 
• RHC - cmd + &-:-









· w rn-tl eLc~x .. s 
P..S SMOWN 
:oN tJr-TActtGD 
'5 \-\ Ee r _ ~--'----, 
....._... 16 Oi50ble all - X jeh 
Basic Date 
•AUTO RCS -
PITCH AJ - OFF 
PITCH C4 - OFF 
YAW 83 - OFF 
YAW 04 - OFF 
Enable all +X jll!ts 
• AUTO RCS -
PITCH A4 - MNA 
PITCH CJ - MNA 
YAW 84 - MNil° 
YAW 03 - MNA 
•SC CONT - SCS 
•MAN ATT - RATE 
CM0 --




Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Translat ion capabi l ity lost in offe....ted 
axis. If problem is in the X axis, 
direct ulloge capab il ity remains. 
0 -X jet must be inhibited for oil +X 
tronslatians {cari couse loss of att i-
tude control depending upon c. g. 
location) . 
0 If suspect channel is yow, rep lace 
all pitch jets wi th the yaw jeh of 
similar functions. 
0 Loss of foiled iet for all control 
modes exc ep t direct. 
~ Affected jet lost for RATE CM0; 
\::..,/ MIN IMP; ond oll auto c oi l 
translat ions. 
0 Affec ted jet lost for otl a..ito coil 
tronslations) W l iH o,..., C:.. 
f',-i~ t'I" Qwf\05 
0 RJEC and h"onslotion control checks out norrnol. The problem may be 
in the RHC ACCEL CM0 OR RA TE 
CMD loops. 
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